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Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. Electromagnetic pulse internal interaction analysis is complicated by the presence of many seemingly random parameters which preclude the strictly deterministic solution for induced excitations at particular load points. This report briefly discusses a possible technique for the statistical analysis of load excitations on an unshielded N-w1re random cable Illuminated by an Incident time-harmonic neld using the reciprocity theorem in conjunction with subset representation of a statistical ensemble. etc., whose scattering properties must be considered.
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IV. Minimum Subset Representation
To obtain useful knowledge about the expected induced load currents and their variances we must consider in detail the induced load currents in a finite subset of the continuous parameter ensemble sample space <seS>. That is, using the reciprocity theorem, we must compute the radiated fields generated by localized sources at the load positions. This can usually be done in two steps by assuming weak coupling to nearby scatterers (except massive ground plane structures).
For the weak coupling case we can first compute the currents induced in the N-wire line by the localized sources, neglecting the effects of the scatterers. We then consider the field source to be the N-wire structure radiating in the presence of the scatterers and hopefully, using approximations, we can obtain at least an upper bound on the radiated field at the illuminating source point. We will only consider here the first step in this procedure.
In addition to considering the structures as being random, the incident field may also have to be treated as The random walk description of the cable wire positions can also be used to generate another ensemble subset.
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In this case a series of piecewise uniform cables can be generated using a step by step numerical Monte Carlo random walk procedure. Each of the realized cables is then analyzed using multiple section transmission line theory.
In using the reciprocity theorem the random wire positions on the cable will not only play a part in determining the reciprocal source generated line currents but will also appear as independent parameters in the solution for the random radiated field.
V. Summary
A brief and somewhat informal discussion has been presented concerning the statistical analysis of load impedance excitations induced on a random N-wire cable by an incident time-harmonic field. The N-wire unshielded and unbranched random cable is modeled by a stochastic random process which can be approximately described using a variety of common techniques. The use of the reciprocity theorem is described for incident fields generated by discrete electric or magnetic dipole sources and its applicability is directly extendable to distributed sources.
A qualitative discussion is given with regards to the subset representation of a statistical ensemble sample space. The motivation for this concerns the possible reduction in statistical modeling complexity by considering only certain geometrically simple subsets of a complex random system.
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The statistical modeling approach applied to large and complex random cable structures is an extremely important topic with respect to EMP internal interaction analysis Considerable work needs to be done to develop practically applicable methods for use on real cable systems. The emphasis here has been on a nonrigorous presentation of ideas which it is hoped will serve as a precursor for a more detailed study to be initiated in the near future. 
